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ABSTRACT
The involvement of low power Internet of Things (IoT) devices in the Wireless Sensor
Networks (WSN) allow enhanced autonomous monitoring capability in many application
areas. Recently, the principles of edge computing paradigm have been used to cater onsite processing and managing actions in WSNs. However, WSNs deployed in remote sites
require human involvement in data collection process since internet accessibility is still
limited to population dense areas. Nowadays, researchers propose UAVs for monitoring
applications where human involvement is required frequently. In this thesis work, we
introduce an edge-based architecture which create end-to-end secure communication
between IoT sensors in a remote WSN and central cloud via UAV, which assist the data
collection, processing and managing procedures of the remote WSN. Since power is a
limited resource, we propose Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) as the communication media
between UAV and sensors in the WSN, where BLE is considered as an ultra-low power
radio access technology. To examine the performance of the system model, we have
presented a simulation analysis considering three sensor nodes array types that can
realize in the practical environment. The impact of BLE data rate, impact of speed of the
UAV, impact of distance between adjacent sensors and impact of data generation rate of
the sensor node have been analysed to examine the performance of system. Moreover, to
observe the practical functionality of the proposed architecture, prototype
implementation is presented using commercially available off-the-shelf devices. The
prototype of the system is implemented assuming ideal environment.
Key words: Internet of Things (IoT), edge-based architecture, Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSN), Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)
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INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT) said otherwise the Internet of Everything is a modern advance
technology paradigm which is capable of consolidating scattered global network of devices and
machines with each other [1]. IoT platform requires different protocols to possess the internet
connectivity and inter-device communication. Then it allows different services to the user; such
as real time data accessibility to the devices, remote device management and processing. Also,
it introduces different web applications which are globally accessible, scalable and cater
interfaces to external applications. [2]
Recently, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are used in diverse autonomous monitoring
applications in order to relay the user services. Hence, the monitoring systems may eliminate
or limit the human labour and reduce the infrastructure cost [3].
1.1

Background and Motivation

With the advancement of modern technology, the IoT paradigm has influenced in many ways
to enhance the productivity of digital device networks. IoT empowers communication between
digital devices via internet and provides secure platform to preserve the data for further use.
Nowadays, low power IoT devices are the most popular devices in these smart device networks
since power is becoming a scarce resource. Therefore, most of the wireless sensor networks are
implemented using low power IoT devices. As a fundamental example of such sensor networks
incorporates HAVC (Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning), thermostats monitoring and
controlling systems that entitle smart homes [4]. Moreover, IoT has become the major concept
behind the assorted industrial domains and environmental aspects to enhance the quality of our
life. IoT applications include healthcare, industrial automation, transportation, agriculture,
water resource management and emergency response to manmade and natural disasters where
direct human interaction is difficult [4].
In IoT platform, multiple devices retrieve data according to their duties and transmit the data
to the cloud servers, in order to build more comprehensive picture of the whole ecosystem [4].
Nevertheless, these networks need seamless connectivity between central cloud and IoT
devices, which is difficult to cater every time [5]. Therefore, edge-computing paradigm has
been introduced to assist the communication gap between remote IoT devices and central cloud
servers [6], [7]. Edge computing paradigm caters the computation tasks at the edge of the
network, on upload data stream on behalf of IoT services and on download data stream on
behalf of cloud services [6].
Nowadays most of the low power IoT devices use short range radio access techniques such
as Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE), Near-Field Communication (NFC), Halow, Ultrawideband
(UWB), Smart Utility Networks (SUNs) and ZigBee [8]. BLE is a novel wireless
communication protocol that provides short range communication capability between digital
devices with ultra-low power and low-cost features [9]. BLE allows an adaptable topology that
can be adjusted to accommodate in many applications. The IoT sensor nodes that use standalone
BLE to connect with external devices require devoted nodes that act as local gateways (GWs)
to cater back-end connectivity with the central cloud. In our previous work, we presented a
mobile-based relay assistance architecture which creates end-to-end (E2E) communication
between low power IoT devices and central cloud servers with the absence of devoted local
gateway [10], [11].
Recently, Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) have become a hot topic for the autonomous
monitoring applications due to their high mobility and low cost [12]. Although, there is still no
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sufficient work to show the collaboration between UAV systems and low power IoT devices
and their cooperative applicability with practical implications in sensor networks.
1.2

Research Problem and Objectives

Since the collaboration of UAV systems and low power IoT devices and their behaviour in a
wireless sensor network has not been addressed comprehensively, the deployment of such
collaborative networks is challenging. Therefore, to address the problem of having lack of
knowledge of the collaborative operation of UAV systems and IoT devices, this domain has
been thoroughly investigated and novel mechanisms have to be implemented. This problem has
been addressed in this thesis and the thesis proposes a novel system architecture to a remote
sensor network, which is unable to get the human involvement frequently. Apart from that,
having an internet connectivity to such remote sensor networks is also not guaranteed.
By introducing UAVs or drones to the monitoring system, we eliminate the human
interaction for the data collection procedure. Therefore, a drone can be sent to the remote
location to collect the data extracted by the low power IoT sensors. Furthermore, using these
drones, it is possible to instruct the actuators located in the remote area to perform specific
actions based and to perform software updates in sensors. By processing the retrieved data from
the sensors, drone is capable of activating these actions. The user can programme the drone
according to the requirements. Therefore, user is capable of controlling drone, programming
drone and decision making of the monitoring system at any time.
Therefore, the objective of this research is to create a secure communication system using
UAVs and low power IoT devices which is capable of monitoring a remote wireless sensor
network, perform a set of actions based on the monitored data. Moreover, the system is capable
of collecting the data of the remote Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) and storing the data in a
cloud environment for future reference.
1.3

Selected Scope

In order to integrate end-to-end secure connectivity between UAVs and low power IoT sensor
networks in practical scenarios, we consider a smart agricultural use case, which has
heterogeneous wireless sensors deployed in a remote field. Introducing IoT associated with
cloud computing to monitor such sites will yield more benefits. However, practically it is
difficult to provide the internet connectivity to each remote field, therefore an alternate solution
to solve the problem has to be considered. Introduction of unlicensed band short-range radio
access technologies can merge the communication gap between cloud and remotely deployed
sensors. The devices, which facilitate these technologies, are low power consuming and
perform low data rates. Remote agricultural fields do not need frequent data collection, video
streaming and other high data rate requirements. Therefore, to monitor a remote agricultural
field equipped with a wireless sensor network, the use of short-range radio access technologies
which utilize low power, provides a viable implementation.
We present an edge-computing based remote site monitoring architecture, which consist of
an UAV to coordinate data retrieving, processing and management in assorted Wireless Sensor
Network (WSN). According to the proposed system, it caters both remote and insight
processing capabilities to the remote WSNs. The proposed system model can be used to monitor
any remote location which unable to have internet access. Therefore, by introducing the
architecture, we replace the mobile phone, which is considered as the communication relay in
[10], using a drone to perform as an edge processor.
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Figure 1. Potential use case: Edge based architecture for a smart agriculture application.
For the smart agriculture, remote monitoring architecture depicts in Figure 1, we implement
a system model using an off the shelf drone and low power sensors. We implement the process
for a remote agricultural site, which is inaccessible to internet. We used BLE as the
communication protocol between drone and sensor nodes because it does not need the internet
connectivity and it consumes low power. The development of commercial wireless sensors
steers to wireless technologies combined with low power consumption and resource saving
simple protocols. BLE is a latest wireless standard, which fulfil these basic requirements [13].
When drone returns to the central cloud server location or home location, it transfers the data
to the cloud server over HTTPS [14] protocol.
To examine the viability of the proposed system model we carry out simulations for three
main practical sensor nodes arrays such as linear, circular and squared assuming the sensors of
the agricultural fields are distributed with equal mutual distances.
The same structure of the system model can be used for disaster detection, wastewater
management, environmental monitoring, anomaly detection in sensor networks, mobile crowd
sensing applications, etc. In future, this system can be extended for dew computing based
applications.
1.4

Methodology

To realize the design of the remote smart agricultural monitoring system, we have implemented
the prototype using commercially available BLE sensors and a drone. We used Waspmote
sensors as the sensor nodes of the WSN, which is coupled with its BLE communication
modules. The Phantom 3 SE drone coupled with a Raspberry Pi has been used for the data
collection procedure since Phantom 3 SE drone is capable of carrying the intended weight.
The prototype implementation was carried out considering two physical locations (i.e. home
location and remote field). In order to establish communication between drone and sensor nodes
at the remote location we used BLE protocol while using the HTTPS protocol for the
communication between drone and cloud server at the home location. BLE communication
between drone and sensor nodes has been carried out under two main scenarios. First protocol
is used to upload the data from sensor node to the drone and second protocol is used to upload
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the data from the drone to the sensor node. The cloud server is implemented on the Google
Firebase where Raspberry Pi first authenticates itself using its private key. After authentication,
Raspberry Pi starts uploading the sensed data to cloud and stores in the database.
To analyse the feasibility of the implemented system model we have conducted a MATLAB
simulation. For the simulation, we contemplated linear, circular and square orientations of
sensor nodes arrays. The simulation results provide the graphical relationship between the
number of sensor nodes that can be covered during the drone’s data collection procedure within
one flying cycle.
1.5

Contribution of the Thesis

The thesis work presents a remote monitoring architecture that creates secure end-to-end
communication between diversified WSN and central cloud via UAV, which assist the data
retrieving, data processing and management tasks in a remote site. To evaluate the performance
of the proposed system model we have implemented a simulation considering three sensor
nodes array types. Moreover, to observe the practical operability of the proposed architecture,
we have implemented a prototype using commercially available equipment. Comprising the
research work of this thesis, paper titled “Enabling End-to-End Secure Connectivity for LowPower IoT Devices with UAVs” [15] has been published in the 2nd Workshop on Intelligent
Computing and Caching at the Network Edge, IEEE WCNC 2019 conference.
1.6

Organization of the Thesis

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 describes the literature review of the research work. The literature review contains
seven sub sections and its first subsection describes the BLE architecture and its GATT profile
hierarchy since we used BLE as the communication media between drone and sensor node.
Since our proposed architecture is benefited from different computing paradigms we have
described few computing paradigms such as edge computing, ETSI MEC and dew computing
in the next three subsections of the literature review. Then this chapter explains the contribution
of WSNs and UAVs on the IoT platform. Finally, it provides viable use cases for this proposed
system model.
Chapter 3 explains the proposed architecture in the thesis work. This chapter consists with
two main subsections that describe the system model of the proposed architecture and
communication protocols used in the data transferring process from WSN to central cloud. The
system model describes three links that can be used in the remote monitoring application with
proposed architecture. Then this chapter explains three communication protocols used in the
data transfer process such as communication protocol used for the data upload process,
communication protocol used for the data download process and communication protocol used
in the data transfer process from drone to central cloud server at the home location.
Chapter 4 elaborates the experimental setup of the prototype implementation and simulation
work carried out to examine the practical viability of the proposed system model. The first
subsection of this chapter describes the simulation work of the thesis. Therefore, it provides
information about variables, sensor nodes array types, mathematical expressions and parameters
that have been used to get the simulation results. Then this chapter explains the prototype
implementation methodology.
Chapter 5 analyses the simulation and experimental results of the thesis work. We considered
four key parameters to examine the performance of the proposed architecture throughout the
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simulation work. Therefore, we have addressed the impact of each parameter under the simulation
results analysis subsection. Then we explain the experimental data rates that have extracted from
the prototype implementation.
Chapter 6 demonstrates an overall discussion about the thesis work and it critically analyses the
outcomes of the thesis work. Also, it provides a comparison between the thesis work and other
similar domain research work. Then it addresses the successful objectives of the thesis. The last
subsection of this chapter describes about the extended work that can be carried out in the future.
Chapter 7 summaries the thesis work. Therefore, it provides a summary about proposed
architecture, system model, key objectives, prototype implementation, simulation results and
feasible future research work.
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2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1

Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)

Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) is the next generation of Bluetooth technology as well as the
lowest feasible power wireless technology that has already been designed [16]. In addition,
BLE has been introduced as a novel enhancement of Bluetooth 4.0 specification. As the name
“Bluetooth Low Energy” implies, the aim of this technology is at ultra-low power as well as
low-cost devices. Moreover, a similar technology that has been used in the past was known as
Wibree and Ultra Low Power (ULP) [17].
The purpose of introducing the low power concept to the Classic Bluetooth is to enhance the
performance of low bandwidth applications. Therefore, with BLE, devices consume very low
power and because of that, those devices can operate for a longer time with smaller batteries or
coin cells without replacing or recharging. Hence, this is best suited for the applications where
long-life batteries are important and it is difficult to recharge frequently [17].
Depending on the functionality of BLE technology, devices can be categorized into two main
types: [17].
1) Single mode BLE devices: These devices are compatible only with BLE (i.e. not support
Classic Bluetooth). This is due to the fact that, mostly these devices are presumed to
have very low power consumption and last for the longer period on coin cell batteries.
Key fobs, thermometers, heart rate monitors, fitness and sports equipment and some
sensors are few examples for single mode BLE devices [16].
2) Dual mode BLE devices: These devices are compatible with both Classic Bluetooth
and BLE; also, they are capable of communicating with both Bluetooth only devices
and single mode devices simultaneously. Moreover, these devices supposed to have
bigger batteries or most of them are to recharge frequently although they do not have
stringent needs on power consumption as single mode BLE devices [16]. Usually,
smartphones, PCs and tablets can be known as dual mode devices.
Figure 2 illustrates the compatibility between Bluetooth devices, single mode BLE devices and
dual mode BLE devices.

Figure 2. Compatibility between Bluetooth, single mode BLE and dual mode BLE devices
[16].
Ultra-low power communication methods are obligatory facts for recent Internet of Things
applications. Most of the ultra-low power IoT devices have been developed using short range
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radio access techniques including Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE), Halow, ZigBee,
Ultrawideband (UWB) and Smart Utility Networks (SUNs) [18]. Hence, BLE provides low
power and low-cost communication platform for those IoT applications [19]. Moreover, BLE
consumes intensely low energy and includes an attractive ratio of energy per bit transmitted,
when compared with one of the most popular short-range radio access technologies ZigBee
[19]. The connection time of BLE communication is very low, therefore, it provides seamless
communication between user and devices without any impact on the user experience [16].
2.1.1

Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) Architecture

The Bluetooth Low Energy architecture is fundamentally uncomplicated. BLE architecture
consists with three basic components named applications, host and controller. Usually, the
controller is a hardware device that transmits and receives radio signals and recognize the
information packet structure of the signals. The host is a software component that caters
services related to enabling connectivity between two devices. Also, the host provides multiple
services to the connected devices using the same radio signals. The application uses the
software stack, and therefore the controller enables a use case. The controller consists with
Physical layer, direct test mode and the link layer of the BLE architecture. Moreover, it includes
the host controller interface that enables communication between the controller and the host.
The BLE architecture is depicted in Figure 3.

Figure 3. BLE Architecture [16].
Controller: This caters signal transmission and reception of the data packets using analog
and digital parts of the radio frequency component. This is a hardware component of the
architecture. The controller communicates with external devices over an antenna. The Host
Controller Interface (HCI) provides the communication interface between the controller and the
host [16]. The components of the controller are described below.
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•

Physical Layer: BLE operates in the 2.4 GHz Industrial Scientific Medical (ISM)
band, which is considered as the license-free frequency band. This layer consists
with 40 radio frequency channels with 2 MHz channel spacing [20].

•

Direct Test Mode: This allows a tester to command a controller’s physical layer to
transmit or receive a sequence of test packets [16].

•

Link Layer: This is the most complicated component of the BLE architecture. The
link layer provides services relate to scanning, advertising, creating and maintaining
of the connection. The basic link layer operations are as follow [20]:
▪ Advertising
▪ Scanning
▪ Connection establishment

•

Host/ Controller Interface: Provides communication interface between the host
and the controller [16].

Host: This can be introduced as the middle block of the BLE architecture. The Host can
communicate with the BLE module via Host Controller Interface (HCI). Components of the
Host Layer and their contributions can be described as follows.
•

Logical Link Control and Adaptation Protocol (LLCAP): LLCAP performs as
a protocol multiplexer and controls reassembly and segmentation of the data
packets. In addition, this protocol produces logical channels by multiplexing
channels over single or multiple logical links. The LLCAP used in BLE is a
simplified and improved protocol, which has been developed using classic
Bluetooth LLCAP [20].

•

Attribute Protocol (ATT): ATT provides services related to data transmission
between BLE devices. Therefore, this relies on a BLE or classic Bluetooth
connection and allows read, write, notify and indicate attribute values through the
connection [20].

•

Generic Attribute Profile (GATT): The GATT organizes the individual attributes
into a particular group of logical services (i.e. heart rate sensor is controlled by the
Heart Rate Service). Moreover, GATT provides information about security levels
and access profiles of the attributes [19].

•

Generic Access Profile (GAP): This layer is dedicated for advertising, device
discovering, open and manage connections and broadcasting data [20].

•

Security Manager (SM): This provides services related to encrypt and decrypt
data, bonding devices and enables device privacy [20].

Application: This layer contains the application logics, user interface and the overall
application architecture. BLE networks developers require the knowledge on this layer in order
the implement BLE oriented applications
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2.1.2

BLE GATT Profile Hierarchy

The Generic Attribute Profile (GATT) describes the structure of services and characteristics
based on the attributes in BLE architecture. In addition, it defines operations related to read,
write, notify and indicate characteristics and technics that are used to configure the broadcast
of attributes [16]. The position of GATT profile in BLE architecture is depicted in Figure 4.
The ATT describes a flat set of attributes and techniques to access those attributes, but it does
not describe the hierarchy of those attributes. Therefore, the GATT profile authorizes the server
to define a hierarchy and then attributes are grouped into primary and secondary services. These
services consist with different characteristics and those characteristics include their own set of
permissions, which has been defined by GATT profile or an upper layer entity. Both the BLE
and classic Bluetooth architectures comprise GATT and ATT profiles, because these profiles
provide the preliminary capabilities to identify the services of a remote device. The GATT
profile is a mandatory component of BLE architecture, but it is not a mandatory one in classic
Bluetooth [16].
The GATT profile defines the client and server performances. Therefore, the GATT server
collects the data has been transported over the ATT and acknowledges the requests from GATT
client. In addition, it sends responses to those requests by indicating and notify the GATT client.
GATT also defines the format of data contained on the GATT server [20]. The GATT profile
data structure is depicted in Figure 4.

Figure 4. GATT data structure [21].
2.2

Edge Computing

The enabling technologies, which allows the computations to be performed at the edge of the
network, are referred to edge computing. For the downstream data, edge computing is done on
behalf of cloud services and for the upstream data; it is done on behalf of IoT services. The
term “edge” can be defined as any computing procedure and network resources in between
cloud data centre and data sources. The concept behind the edge-computing paradigm is to
perform computing at the proximity of the data source [6]. Moreover, this paradigm is
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interchangeable with fog computing [22]. Although most of the infrastructure applications
focus of fog computing while edge computing focuses on IoT applications [6].
The bidirectional flow of computing used in edge computing have been depicted in Figure
5. In edge computing, the devices in the network are considered as data producers and
consumers. Therefore, at the edge of the network IoT devices are capable to requesting services
and data from the cloud and they execute the computing tasks as well. The edge is capable of
computing offload, data processing, data storage, data caching, distribute request and service
delivery from the user. Moreover, the edge itself has to be well organized to reach the
requirements efficiently in service such as security, privacy protection and reliability [6].

Figure 5. Edge computing paradigm [6]
Many benefits can be yielded from edge computing. As examples from the researches, when
cloudlets are used to offload computing tasks for wearable cognitive-assistance systems, the
response times can be improved by 80 to 200ms, [23] and power usage can be reduced by 30
to 40 percent. Response times and power usage can be reduced by 95 percent, by using
CloneCloud technology for tested applications [24].
Edge computing has to deal with some of the issues and the practitioners need a good
understanding of them for a better implementation. Those issues are system reliability, energy
constraints, and inadequate wireless communications. Even with these issues, system
developers can still implement the edge computing to provide fundamental functions [25].
Security and privacy are also considered as additional concerns. Having the data closer to
the device provides better security. On the other hand, supporting for privacy and security can
be an additional challenge due to topologies, inexpensive mobile devices and sensor
unreliability [25].
Generally, the structure of the edge computing networks has been categorized into three
main aspects [26] as,
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•
•
•

Front- end
Near-end
Far-end

A general architecture of edge computing networks is depicted in Figure 6. The differences
and contributions among these sectors are described below in detail.

Figure 6. General architecture of edge computing networks [26].
1) Front-End: The front-end of the edge computing structure consists with various end
devices (e.g., actuators, sensors). Therefore, the environment of the front-end region
provides better cooperation and responsiveness to the end users. With the computing
capacity of nearby end devices, edge computing is capable to catering real-time services
to some applications. However, with the finite capacity of the end devices, not all the
requirements at the front-end devices can be satisfied. Hence, the end devices have to
send the resource requirements to the servers [26].
2) Near-End: Most of the traffic flows in the networks are supported by the deployed
gateways in the near-end region. Edge or cloudlet servers provide various resource
needs, such as data caching, computation offloading and real-time data processing.
Moreover, in the edge computing paradigm, near-end environment caters most of the
data computation and storage services. Hence, the users at the end of the network can
achieve better performance on data storage and data computing with a small latency
increment [26].
3) Far-End: The transmission latency has been increased due to the long distance between
the cloud server and end devices. Nevertheless, the far end cloud servers can cater more
data storage and computing powers. The cloud servers provide machine learning,
massive parallel data processing, big data mining and management, etc [26].
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2.3

ETSI Multi-access Edge Computing

Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC) can be considered as a key enabler for 5G networks
which is an emerging technology nowadays. MEC is also compatible with present 4G networks
and it will address many key applications of the 5G. One key aspect which motivates MEC is
Internet of Things (IoT). ETSI defines the functional elements of MEC architecture. Key
reference points and an overview of interactions of such elements of MEC are seen in [27].
The rapid increase of popularity of IoT devices contributes to creating a significant increase
in demand for data processing and communication on the backbone network and the central
cloud infrastructure. This will result in congestion in backbone network. MEC overcomes this
issue by moving the computations towards the edge of the network.
2.3.1

ETSI Multi-access Edge Computing Architecture

A detailed comprehension on MEC can be attained from the reference architecture depicted in
Figure 7, which defines the functional structure in a descriptive manner and their relations to
each other. The main components of the MEC architecture and their contributions are described
in Table 1.

Figure 7. The MEC reference architecture [27].
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Table 1. Description about MEC Architecture Components.
Architecture Component
Description
Mobile Edge Host (ME Host)
Provides storage, compute, and network
resources upon which the MEC
platform runs [28].
Mobile Edge Platform (ME Platform)

Consists of the basic operations needed
for mobile edge applications to provide
and access services on the mobile edge
[28].

Mobile Edge Applications (ME App)

Software applications running on the
virtualization platform of the mobile
edge [28].

Mobile Edge Platform Manager (MEPM)

Manages the lifecycle of the ME Apps
as well as the mobile edge platform
[28].
The central management entity in the
mobile edge system, it oversees and
manages all key functionalities of the
entire edge system [28].

Mobile Edge Orchestrator (MEO)

2.3.2

MEC and IoT

MEC will bring significant benefits to the mobile operators, third party service providers and
also to the end customers. It will help in achieving high performance in terms of reduced latency
and increased throughput. For the IoT systems which will be there with 5G, it will be easier in
terms of technical aspects and will be more economical also because of the lesser traffic in the
backbone network [29].
Security, Safety and Data Analytics
Security and safety have become two of the most important verticals for IoT because IoT
connects the number of devices and these devices will transfer data between each other. MEC
able to cater services for the analytics applications near the source. This allows to enhance
performance, reliability and considerable savings by local data processing. With these concepts,
security and safety aspects are also changed. Keeping the data close to the source means that
the data is more secure than those are in the cloud. Because of this, the data is less vulnerable
to attacks and making it safer for communications. MEC caters an automated, scalable,
adaptable and profitable setting for network security. Analytics operation provides adaptable
extensions to mediators via plug is integration [27].
Vehicle-to-Infrastructure Communication
Connected cars are an interesting use case which will frequently be seen in the future. This
is because of the stringent latency requirements. Because of the low latency requirements, there
is not much time to send the data along the backbone network and they need to be processed
near the source of the data. MEC enables the concept of moving the processing towards the
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edge of the network. It is predicted that the first commercially available self-driving car will be
in the market in 2020 [27].
Computation Offload into the Edge Cloud
When the terminal devices have less computational power, computation offloading
capability provided by MEC can be a very important feature. With this, the terminal devices
can save power and by doing that they can have an increased battery life. Such offload may
happen statically or dynamically. In addition, in this case, applications benefit from the low
delay provided by MEC.
IoT can be considered as a real-world application of MEC. This is because MEC tries to
bring the computation closer to the edge of the network and IoT enables that concept. Various
applications depicted in Figure 8 show the value proposition of MEC. End user experience
while a customer is using IoT service can be measured and this decides the utility factor. Utility
factor provides the evidence of the value proposition of MEC [27].

Figure 8. IoT and MEC application scenarios [7].
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2.4

Dew computing

Dew computing is a novel computing paradigm, which merges the cloud computing with the
capabilities of local computing. In cloud computing, users are able to store their data in the
cloud server and simply they can use their computers to access the cloud. The main
advancement of the cloud computing is data mobility; user can access his/her data from
anywhere using internet. The main disadvantage of this concept is that the user highly depends
on the internet connectivity. Hence, the Cloud-Dew Architecture [30] proposed as a feasible
solution to the offline data accessibility problem [31]. Figure 9 illustrates comparison between
cloud computing architecture and dew computing architecture.

Figure 9. Dew Computing vs Cloud Computing [30].
Compared with the cloud server architecture, the novelty of the dew computing architecture
is that the dew server which is a web server that occupies on user’s local computer [30]. The
dew server and its database have two main functions,
• Caters services similar to the cloud server [30].
• Synchronizes the dew server database with the cloud server database [30].
Characteristics of the dew server can be briefed as follows,
• Lightweight and normally it serves only one client [30].
• Size of the dew server is very small in comparison with the size of the cloud server,
usually it stores users own data [30].
• Dew server can be vanished easily, due to different factors like hardware destruction
and viruses [30].
• It is easy to recreate a vanished dew server since the cloud server has the copy of dew
server data [30].
• Accessible both online or offline [30].
Currently, dew computing is not limited to research area. It has now been expanded to
application area as well. Nowadays, many researchers try to implement dew computing in
Internet of Things (IoT) streaming, medical care, indoor navigation, and cyber physical systems
[31].
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2.5

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN)

Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a set of sensor elements which are deployed in a particular
environment to capture certain data related to the behaviours of the deployed environment.
Typically, WSN consists of many types of sensors such as temperature sensors, humidity
sensors, infrared sensors, motion sensors etc. These different types of sensors are capable of
monitoring a significantly larger area and different physical parameters such as [32]:
• Evaporation,
• Soil makeup,
• Temperature,
• Vehicular motion,
• Pressure,
• Lightning,
• Noise fluctuation,
• Existence of a given object,
• Level of Mechanical force on certain objects, and
• Characteristics of certain object’s velocity.
Usually, WSN are equipped with the large number of sensors. One of the main features is
that those sensors are low power sensors because they continuously monitor, and power is a
critical factor when it comes into day to day operation. The communication of such sensors can
be direct, which means that the sensors can talk to each other. On the other hand, they can talk
with a centralized server also. To get an accurate measurement it is always better to increase
the number of sensors. Figure 10 depicts the components of a sensor node. Processing unit,
transmission unit and power unit are the main units of a sensing unit [33].

Figure 10. Components of a sensor node [33].
Figure 11 illustrates the communication architecture of a WSN. Typically, sensor nodes are
deployed in a sensor field and these sensor nodes communicate with each other in order to
produce the high-quality accurate information regarding the behaviour of their physical
environment. Each sensor node in a WSN takes its decisions based on its mission, knowledge
of computing, energy resources and communication. Moreover, these sensor nodes are capable
of data collecting and routing to other sensor nodes or back to a gateway. The gateway can be
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a fixed or mobile node that allows connection between sensor network and communication
infrastructure or the internet where a user can have access to the collected data [33].

Figure 11. Communication architecture of a WSN [33].
Compared with the traditional networks, WSNs contains its own its own design and resource
constraints. Moreover, these resource constraints consist of limited energy, low bandwidth,
short-range communication and limited data storage and processing in each node [34]. Broad
classification of various issues in a WSN are depicted in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Broad classification of various issues in a WSN [34].
There are two main categories of WSN applications. They are monitoring and tracking.
Health and wellness monitoring, indoor/outdoor environmental monitoring are some of the key
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applications belong to the monitoring domain. Other applications include power monitoring,
inventory location monitoring and structural monitoring. On the other hand, tracking
applications are used for tracking purposes. Examples are object tracking, vehicles and humans
tracking. Figure 13 illustrates few of many applications that can be deployed and tested,
especially in real environment [34].

Figure 13. Overview of the sensor applications [34].
2.6

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV)

Recently, the interest in Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) has been rapidly increased due
to their lack of modern features. With the evolution of high-power density batteries, low power
and long-range micro radio devices, low cost airframes and structures and powerful motors and
microprocessors, small UAVs or drones’ haves become suited in many civilian circumstances.
Therefore, UAVs have been used for remote sensing, traffic monitoring, mapping, search etc.
[35]. Most of the small UAVs are lightweight, easy to assemble and operated. Therefore, the
UAVs provide potential for collecting remote data faster and at low cost than the piloted Ariel
vehicles [36].
The small UAVs caters a latest controllable platform for data acquisition in remote areas.
Therefore, the mobility of UAVs permits remote data acquisition in the environments where
inaccessible humans such as forest fire, volcanos, transportation disasters, etc.
Choosing the appropriate type of UAV is a decision that is depending on many factors such
as the desired Quality of Service (QoS), federal regulations, environmental factors and
application objectives. To use a UAV properly for a given application, the properties of UAV
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such as flying altitude, flying time of the UAV should be considered. Generally, UAVs can be
categorized into two types, considering their flying altitude. They are low altitude platform
(LAPs) and high-altitude platforms (HAPs). LAPs able to fly within the range of tens of meters
to few kilometers. LAPs are flexible and take quick movements. The average altitudes of the
HAPs are above 17km and usually quasi stationary [37].
2.6.1

UAVs in IoT Platform

Nowadays, UAVs are used to carry out many tasks. Amazon parcel delivery and SharperShape
power line monitory are two such examples. The capabilities of today’s UAVs can be used in
offering various value-added services. Especially when they are equipped with remotely
controllable IoT devices, there are many uses of UAVs in IoT world. In this way, UAVs will
create an innovative UAV-based IoT platform operationally in the sky. Having this will help to
reduce any capital and operational expenditure in case of establishing a new communication
system. Using these deployments, UAVs equipped with remotely controllable IoT devices can
collect data from IoT sensors whenever and wherever needed [38].
Based on the nature of the collected data and the data capacity the amount of energy to
process such data is decided. If the energy requirement is high, the data processing can be
offloaded to cloud servers on the ground and if the energy requirement is low, the data can be
processed on board and UAVs and actions based on the processed data can be taken. To build
such an ecosystem, it is mandatory to have a platform orchestrator, which has the knowledge
of diverse contextual details about UAVs, such as their flying paths, their IoT devices, and their
battery life [38].
In general, these devices do not have the capability to transmit over long distances because
of the constraint in the battery life. In these cases, UAVs able to approach IoT devices, extract
data and transfer those data to the external devices that are inaccessible to transmitters. Hence
for these applications, UAVs acts as mobile aggregators or base stations of the IoT network.
Still there are some deployment challenges such as optimal positioning, power efficient
operations of UAVs and mobility [39].

Figure 14. UAVs equipped with diverse IoT devices.
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2.7

Use Cases

Use case 1: Instead of applying chemicals to the crops in a traditional way, set of UAVs can be
used to spray chemicals into the crops. In this case, UAVs need feedback from the ground and
it is provided by WSNs deployed. Monitoring of frosts in vineyards can also be considered as
another application. In all these use cases, it is fundamental that there will be a moving node
accompanied by a UAV ensures the communication between the base station and the field
equipment [40].
Use case 3: Forest fire is a catastrophe and once occurred it is nearly impossible for humans
to reach to an area in close proximity. Monitoring the conditions of a forest fire can also be
done using wireless sensor networks. By using the wireless sensor network and UAVs, values
related to temperature and humidity can be read and the fire fighters can act accordingly based
on the inputs received to them [41], [42].
Use Case 4: Monitoring the conditions of a river can be considered as another use case. With
the collected data using UAVs, conditions of river can be modelled, and this information can
later be used to quick incident responses [43].
Use case 5: To reduce the frequency of accidents happening in mining industry, UAVs and
wireless sensor networks can be used. This will help to minimize the losses to human lives and
also provide a way of detecting disaster situations in advance and enable the workers to take
appropriate actions before a disaster actually happens. As examples, the falling of roofs, falling
of walls, sudden flooding can be monitored [44], [45].
Use Case 6: A bridge has a lifetime and during that lifetime, it undergoes to various kinds
of damages. Hence, maintaining bridges is an important thing to ensure the safety of people
who are using the bridge. Monitoring will help to significantly improve the lifetime of a bridge
[46].
Use Case 7: During the rehabilitation period of a person who is subjected to an accident, he
has to perform a series of exercises and activities which will enable him to recover to his initial
conditions. To gain a maximum outcome of a rehabilitation period, the patient has to be
continuously monitored to avoid any improper exercises and make sure everything is done in a
correct way. A wireless sensor network can be used to monitor such patients. In such cases, a
small wireless device can be attached to the patient’s body, which allows the doctors to examine
the accuracy of the performed exercises. These devices are capable of providing accurate
information without much involvement of the patient [47]. Using wireless sensor networks will
help practical and innovative applications to be used in improving the quality of life [48].
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3

PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

Recently, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) or drones have been used for various autonomous
monitoring applications. Therefore, by introducing UAVs into WSNs can improve the remote
surveillance of the systems. With the advancement of UAV technology, monitoring systems
have improved their remote sensing platform with mobility, productiveness, cost effectiveness,
etc. Nevertheless, the contribution of the UAVs to the WSNs can depend on various parameters
such as time, position, speed of the UAV communication media and path.
The next generation of WSNs will be more useful when the sensed data is preserved in a
cloud server for their further use. Hence, the traditional computing techniques and approaches
will be replaced or discover a place in data manipulation prior to the data being moved into the
cloud server [49].
In this thesis work, we propose a novel edge-based architecture which entails UAV data
retrieving, data processing, and data management in a heterogeneous Wireless Sensor Network
(WSN) located in a remote area [15]. In order to explain the concept and necessity of integrating
end to end secure communication between UAV and low power IoT devices in a real-world
practical scenario, we have considered a smart agriculture use case which has been located in a
remote area with diversified sensors. In addition, we have assumed that this agriculture site has
to be monitor frequently and difficult to reach by humans frequently.
In this chapter, we describe the system model of the proposed architecture and
communication protocols that has been used in the data collection procedures in the remote
field.
3.1

System Model

In Figure 15, we depict the system model that we have considered for UAV assisted edge
computing-based architecture.

Figure 15. Proposed System Model [15].
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In the proposed system model, we have considered heterogeneous IoT devices that contain
assorted sensor nodes with different capabilities whereas the UAV performs as the edge server
of the system. Moreover, the drone can be considered as a lightweight server, which is capable
of serving one sensor at a particular time. The drone can cater end-to-end connectivity from
sensor to cloud when there is Internet connectivity or allow offline accessibility otherwise.
Hence, we contemplate that the drone will contribute to the system model by in sight data
processing and take the control functions of the IoT sensor network.
The WSN of the proposed architecture, can be consist with sensor type nodes that monitor
and collects data belongs to various environmental conditions or the actuator type devices that
perform given actions based on the received commands. The sensor type nodes or scalar sensors
can be used to monitor humidity, temperature, light, soil pH and many other environmental
conditions of the remote agricultural field. The actuator type devices can be used to collect
multimedia data according to user requirement.
In order to explain the data transferring procedure from sensor network to cloud server via
drone, we have introduced three types of links that can be exists in the proposed setting. These
three links are depicted in Figure 15.
•

Link 1: Scalar sensor collects data in the remote field and stores them inside its
internal memory. When the drone comes to the remote location, sensor starts
transferring saved and real time data to the drone. Then drone save those data into a
database and send them to the central cloud when it returns to the home location.
Moreover, drone can access and process the retrieved data [15]. This link is depicted
in solid line in Figure 15.

•

Link 2: Scalar sensors collects data in the remote field and save them into its internal
memory. When the drone comes, scalar sensor starts sending real time data and saved
data to the drone for further processing. Then the drone processes those data and
controls actuator nodes based on processed outcomes. Hence, no data is transferred
to the central cloud. Moreover, the drone will provide offline data accessibility to the
actuator nodes, even though without real-time access to the central cloud [15]. Link
2 is depicted in dotted line in Figure 15.

•

Link 3: Scalar sensor senses data from its environment and save them in to its
internal memory. When the drone comes, the scalar sensor will send saved and realtime data to the drone in an encrypted format. Therefore, the drone is acting as a relay
and it cannot decrypt those data. Then the data offloading from the drone to cloud
can be performed once the drone returns to the home location [15]. This link has been
introduced to address the use cases which require data privacy. Link 3 is depicted in
red line in Figure 15.

These proposed links can be programmed according to user requirements or according to the
nature of the use case. Also, the user can control the drone, send control commands, or program
the flight route whenever needed. Assuming the internet inaccessibility at the remote agriculture
field, we have proposed BLE communication to implement the connectivity between drone and
sensor nodes. The proposed system model supports edge computing architecture to provide
both insight and remote processing capabilities to the remotely located IoT sensor networks.
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3.2

Communication Protocol

In the proposed architecture, we have introduced three main communication protocols. Two
protocols have used for communication between drone and sensor node at the remote location
and one protocol has used for communication between drone and central cloud at the home
location. To establish the connectivity between the drone and sensor node at the remote location
we considered BLE as the communication media between those two components. Internet
accessibility will provide the connectivity between drone and central cloud at the home location.
Therefore, the following three communication protocols have used in the proposed architecture.
To communication between drone and sensor node:
• Communication Protocol used for data upload process
• Communication Protocol used for data download process
To communication between drone and central cloud:
• Communication Protocol used for data transfer process to the central cloud
3.2.1

Data upload process

Figure 16. Communication Protocol for data upload process [15].
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Here we have considered that every sensor node is equipped with BLE module which enables
BLE communication between sensor node and drone during data transferring process. The
message sequence between the sensor node, BLE module and the drone for the data upload
process from sensor node to drone is illustrated in Figure 16.
When the drone comes to the range of sensor node, the drone initiates the connection
establishment by sending connection establishment request to the BLE module of the sensor
node. When the connection request received, BLE module acknowledges the request and
connects with the drone. Then BLE module sends sensor data request to the sensor node by
requesting both saved and real time sensed data. After that, sensor node starts writing those data
on a pre-defined local attribute of the BLE module. In the next step, BLE module notifies the
drone that it has data to be transferred to the drone. When the drone received that notification,
it sends attribute read request to the BLE module. Once the attribute read request is
acknowledged by the BLE module, the drone starts reading real-time and saved data available
in the local attribute of the BLE module. To ensure a reliable communication between BLE
module and drone, drone sends data received acknowledgement to the BLE module every time
it reads data from the BLE module. BLE module does not allow next data reading until it
receives the data acknowledgement from the drone. This data upload process continues until
drone collects sufficient information from the sensor node. Then, drone terminates the
connection between drone and BLE module and returns to the home location or to the next
sensor node in the remote WSN. Once the drone has terminated the connection, BLE module
convey a save data command to the sensor node.
Afterwards sensor node starts saving sense data into its internal memory until the drone
comes back in the next flying cycle.
3.2.2

Data download process

This protocol has been introduced to use whenever the drone needs to send commands or sensor
update data to the sensor node. The message sequence between drone, BLE module and sensor
node during the data download procedure is depicted in Figure 17.
Similar to the data upload communication protocol, drone initiates the connectivity with the
sensor node by sending a connection establishment request to BLE module of the sensor node.
Then drone receives the acknowledgement request from BLE module and establish the
connection to transfer the data from drone to sensor node. When the connection process
succeeded, drone sends back an attribute write request to the BLE module. After that BLE
module acknowledges the attribute write request from the drone and start retrieving data from
drone. At the same time, BLE module conveys a command to the sensor node to save those
data to its internal memory. After saving the retrieved data from the drone, sensor node sends
back an acknowledgment to BLE module. Drone also receives an acknowledgement from BLE
module, so that it knows the data has been successfully transferred. This process continues until
drone sends the required information to the sensor node. In this scenario we have considered
sensor node is capable of processing the retrieved data from drone. After successful completion
of data download process, drone terminates the connection between drone and the BLE module
and fly back to the home location or to the neighbouring sensor node of the WSN.
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Figure 17. Communication protocol for data download process [15].
3.2.3

Data transfer process to the cloud server

This communication protocol has been introduced for the data transfer process from drone to
central cloud server at the home location. Hence, the relevant message sequence between drone
and central cloud server has been illustrated in Figure 18.
When the drone arrives to the home location, it connects with internet and send an
authentication request to authenticate itself to the cloud server. After receiving the
authentication request acknowledgment from the cloud server, drone sends a connection request
to the central cloud server. Then central cloud server sends a connection approved message to
the drone and establish the connection. Next, the drone starts data transfer process to the central
cloud server and cloud server will save transferred data into a database for further use. When
all collected data is transferred to the central cloud server, drone convey a cease connection
request to the cloud server to terminate the connection. If the data has been successfully
received to the cloud server, it will acknowledge the connection request of the drone and
terminate the connection. Then drone will clear its internal database and return to the changing
station or begin the next flying cycle.
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Figure 18. Communication protocol for data transfer process to the central cloud.
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4

EXPERIMENTS
4.1

Simulation

To examine the performance of the proposed architecture, we implemented a simulation using
MATLAB simulator and obtained the results graphically. In this section we describe the
mathematical background and the practical parameters that have been used for the simulation.
The final outcome of this simulation represents the relationship between total flying time of the
drone and the numbers of sensor nodes that can be covered by the drone during data collection
procedure.
Considering practical implementation of a WSN, we examined three sensor nodes array
types that has depicted in Figure 19. Therefore, we considered linearly deployed sensor nodes
array, circularly deployed sensor nodes array and a squared sensor nodes array to observe the
relationship between the total flying time and the numbers of sensor nodes that can be cover by
the drone within its one flying cycle during data collection procedure. Here we have assumed
that the drone starts its flying cycle from the first sensor node of the array [15]. The flying cycle
of each array has been depicted in blue line in the Figure 19.

Figure 19. Orientation of Sensor Arrays.
Table 2. Number of Sensor Nodes and Drone Flying Path Length in Sensor Nodes Arrays
Sensor nodes array type
Number of sensor Length of the drone flying path
nodes in the array
Linear sensor nodes array

n

2𝐷(𝑛 − 1)

Circular sensor nodes array

n

𝐷×𝑛

n

(√𝑛 − 1)2
𝐷(𝑛 − 1) + (√
)𝐷
2

Square sensor node array

Note: √𝑛 considered as an odd
number
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As depicted in Table 2 and Figure 19, each sensor nodes array type contains n number of
sensor nodes. The length of the flying path of the drone has been changed due to the orientation
of sensor nodes array. The area of the squared senor nodes array has been considered as follows:
𝐷 √𝑛 × 𝐷 √ 𝑛 = 𝐷 2 𝑛
To simplify the simulation procedure, we have only considered square nodes arrays that
constructed with number of sensor nodes per side equals to √𝑛 where √𝑛 be an odd number.
Using the following waiting time equation (Equation 1) we have derived an equation for
total flying time of the drone during one flying cycle that can be achieved with full charged
battery. Here TW represents the waiting time of the drone near a one sensor node.
𝑇𝑊 = 𝑇𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑢𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 + 𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝐷𝐿

(1)

Where, TP is the data processing time inside the drone, TDL is the data download time from
drone to sensor node. The following data upload time equation have been used to simplify the
Equation 1.
𝑇𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑢𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 =

𝑅𝑆 (𝑇𝐶 + 𝑇𝐹 )
𝑅𝐵𝐿𝐸

TF is the total flying time of the drone, assuming that the drone starts flying from the first
sensor node of the array. TC is the battery charging time of the drone. RBLE is the data transfer
rate between drone and sensor node, RS is the data generation rate of sensor node. Therefore,
the simplified equation for drone’s waiting time near a sensor node are shown below (Equation
2). Here all the time parameter values are given in seconds.
𝑇𝑊 =

𝑅𝑆 (𝑇𝐶 +𝑇𝐹 )
𝑅𝐵𝐿𝐸

+

𝑇𝑃
60

+

𝑇𝐷𝐿
60

(2)

The equation for total flying time (TF) of the drone during one flying cycle can be derived
as follows,
𝑇𝐹 = (

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑎𝑡 𝑡ℎ𝑒
𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑛 𝑡𝑜 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙
)+(
)
𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑓𝑙𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ
𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑦

Therefore,
𝑇𝐹 = (𝑛 × 𝑇𝑊 ) +

𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑓𝑙𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ
𝑆

(3)

Where, S is the speed of the drone, TW is the waiting time of the drone near a one sensor node
and n is the number of sensor nodes in the array. Hence by substituting mathematical
expressions to length of the drone flying path in the Table 2 to the Equation 3, we have derived
equations for the numbers of sensor nodes that can be cover by the drone within its one flying
cycle during data collection procedure. Therefore, the following Equation 4, 5, and 6 illustrates
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numbers of sensor nodes that can be cover by the drone within its one flying cycle during data
collection procedure for above three types of sensor nodes arrays.
For linear sensor nodes array:
𝑛1 =

𝐷
30×𝑆
𝐷
𝑇𝑊 +
30×𝑆

𝑇𝐹 +

(4)

For circular sensor nodes array:
𝑛2 =

𝑇𝐹
𝑇𝑊 +

(5)

𝐷
30𝑆

For squared sensor nodes array:
−𝐷
√2

𝑛3 = {

+√

𝐷2
2

2

1

+ [ 4×(60×𝑆𝑇𝑊 + 𝐷)(𝐷× (1+ ) + 60×𝑆𝑇𝐹 ) ]
√2
2×(60𝑆𝑇𝑊 +𝐷)

}

(6)

Where, n1, n2, n3 are the number of sensor nodes in linear sensor nodes array, circular sensor
nodes array and square sensor nodes array respectively that can be covered during data
collection procedure. D is the distance between two sensor nodes.
Then using equations 4, 5 and 6 we implemented the simulation setup in MATLAB simulator
to observe the relationship between total flying time of the drone and the numbers of sensor
nodes that can be covered by the drone during data collection process.
Table 3 summarizes the parameters we used in the experiments in order to obtain the
simulation results. Moreover, we have evaluated how significantly each parameter contributes
to decide the number of sensor nodes serviced by the drone [15]. Values of the total flying time
(TF) and battery charging time of the drone (TC) belong to the actual parameter values of the
drone which we used for the prototype implementation.
Table 3. General simulation parameters.
Parameter

Value

Parameter Value Total Flying Time (TF)

25 minutes [50]

Battery Charging Time of The Drone (TC)

90 minutes [50]

Data Processing Time of the Drone (TP)

1 second

Data Download Time from Drone to Node (TDL)

10 seconds

Data Generation Rate of the Sensor Node (RS)

20 B/min

BLE Data Rate (RBLE) between Drone and Node

10.5×104B/min [51]

Speed of the Drone (S)

12 m/s [50]

Distance between two Sensor Nodes (D)

100m
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4.2

Prototype Implementation
4.2.1 Equipment Used

For the prototype implementation, we mainly focused on the implementation of the BLE
communication between drone and sensor node at the remote field. Therefore, we used four
main equipment to setup the remote location prototype such as DJI Phantom 3 SE drone,
Raspberry Pi, Waspmote and a BLE module to implement the BLE communication capability
in Waspmote.
4.2.1.1 DJI Phantom 3 SE Drone

Figure 20. DJI Phantom 3 SE
The specifications of the DJI Phantom 3 SE drone are depicted in Figure 21

Figure 21. Specifications of DJI Phantom 3 SE [50].
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In the prototype implementation, we used a Raspberry Pi coupled with DJI Phantom 3 SE drone.
The reason for choosing the Phantom 3 SE was its capability to carry 1236g during its flying
cycle.
4.2.1.2 Raspberry Pi
Raspberry Pi is a hackable, inexpensive, small, high performable and education-oriented
computer board launched in 2012 [52]. The Raspberry Pi Foundation in the United Kingdom
introduced this small computer board to promote teaching of fundamentals in digital making
and computing in schools. Raspberry Pi operates similar to a standard PC, requiring a power
supply, display unit and a keyboard. It uses an operating system same as other computers.
Raspberry Pi uses a Linux operating system named Raspbian as its operating system, since its
low cost, open source, and making the Raspberry Pi more hackable. However, the Raspberry
Pi is compatible with few non-Linux OS as well [52].
For the prototype implementation in thesis work, we used Raspberry Pi 3 Model B to couple
with drone. Hence it proves the data processing and saving capability of the drone, since DJI
Phantom 3 SE unable cater data computing abilities. The components of the Raspberry Pi 3
Model B are depicted in Figure 22.

Figure 22. Hardware components of the Raspberry Pi 3 Model B [53].
The Raspberry Pi 3 Model B is the first model of the third generation series of Raspberry Pi.
It has been introduced in February 2016 as a replacement to the Raspberry Pi 2 Model B [53].
The specifications of Raspberry Pi are depicted in Figure 23.

Figure 23. Specifications of Raspberry Pi model B [53].
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4.2.1.3 Waspmote
Waspmote is an open source wireless sensor platform which can be used to implement low
power consuming autonomous sensor applications. The unique hardware architecture of the
Waspmote has been designed to operate with ultra-low power consumption. Connecting the
dedicated module, Waspmote is capable to provide communication interfaces including shortrange and long-range radio access technologies. This is battery powered device with 1 to 5 years
lifetime depending on application used. Waspmote was officially launched in 2009 by Libelium
[54]. Hardware components of the Waspmote are depicted in Figure 24.

Figure 24. Hardware components of the Waspmote [55].
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Waspmote is designed as a modular architecture. Hence, the concept is to accommodate only
the needed modules in the motherboard of the device. The modules can be changed or
developed according to user application requirements.
Modules available for integration in Waspmote are depicted in Figure 25 and technical
specifications are depicted in Figure 26. These information are extracted from the Waspmote
technical guide [55].

Figure 25. Modules of Waspmote [55].

Figure 26. Specifications of the Waspmote [55].
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4.2.1.4 BLE Module

Figure 27. BLE Module of the Waspmote [56].
Figure 27 illustrates the BLE module of the Waspmote. The BLE module is managed by UART
and it has to be connected on SOCKET0 or SOCKET1 of the Waspmote in order to establish
the BLE communication capability. The main technical specifications of the module are
illustrated in Figure 28.

Figure 28. BLE module specifications [55].
The BLE module communicates with Waspmote using a binary protocol via a serial
interface. When the BLE module receives a command from Waspmote, the module sends back
an acknowledgement to the Waspmote. Events can be produced using these commands. The
developer can use Waspmote IDE tool to implement functions to manage these commands,
acknowledgments and events in order handle the module easily [56].
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4.2.2

Communication between Drone and Sensor Node

To setup the prototype implementation, we used a DJI phantom 3 SE drone, five Waspmotes
and five BLE modules, a Raspberry Pi 3 Model B and an external power source to supply power
to the Raspberry Pi as core instruments. In the prototype implementation we considered two
main scenarios described in the proposed architecture. Therefore, the first task was to
implement communication between drone and sensor node at the remote location. Then the
second task was to implement the communication between drone and the central cloud server
at the home location. Figure 29 illustrates the prototype of the proposed architecture.

Figure 29. Prototype [15].
In order to implement the communication between drone and sensor node, initially we
implemented the sensor network using five Waspmotes. Then we connected BLE modules to
the SOCKET0 of the Waspmote. These BLE modules are manufactured by the Libelium to
allow the BLE communication capability of the Waspmotes. For the prototype implementation
we used in-built accelerometer sensor of the Waspmote to generate the sense data, because
accelerometer is the only in-built sensor of the Waspmote. Therefore, this accelerometer data
is transferred to the Raspberry Pi over BLE.
The DJI phantom 3 SE drone is capable of carrying 1236g weight while hovering. Therefore,
to implement the data collection capability of the drone we coupled a Raspberry Pi with the
drone. Generally, Raspberry Pi 3 Model B is powered by a +5.1V micro USB supply and
recommended input current is 2.5A [53]. Therefore, to provide these power requirements to the
Raspberry Pi, we coupled an external power source (i.e. power bank) to the Raspberry Pi.
To establish the connection between Raspberry Pi and Waspmote’s BLE module, the
Waspmote considered as master of the network and Raspberry Pi as slave. Hence, Waspmote
advertises its availability through advertising attribute to make a connection with a slave device.
Then, when the drone comes it acts as a slave of the network and sends connection request to
the BLE module of the Waspmote and connects with the Waspmote. Moreover, we
programmed Raspberry Pi to scan all the MAC addresses of neighbouring devices when it
comes to the range of sensor network. When the corresponding Waspmote’s MAC adress is
visible, Raspberry Pi establish the connection with that Waspmote in order to start the data
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transferring process. To implement the data transferring process from, we used different user
attributes called handlers available in BLE user services profile of the Waspmote.
The prototype implementation of the data uploading from Waspmote to Raspberry Pi has
been carried out considering two scenarios. Therefore, the first scenario is introduced for the
real time data transfer to the drone and second is introduced for the non-real-time data or saved
data transferring to the drone. The data downloading process from Raspberry Pi to Waspmote
has been implemented to observe the practical downloading data rates of the waspmotes. The
implementation of different data transferring processes is described below.
Real time data transferring process from Waspmote to Raspberry Pi:
The real time scenario has implemented to collect the data when the drone is within the range
of sensor network. This data transferring process is operated simultaneously with non-real time
data transferring process. To implement this scenario in the prototype, we create a customized
local attribute in Waspmote using a user attribute from BLE user services profile. Therefore,
we used handler 0x0038 to get the real time sensed data from the accelerometer and transfer
them to the Raspberry Pi. Handler 0x0038 is capable of creating a reliable BLE communication
between Raspberry Pi and Waspmote, because it caters the connected device with read/write
and indication operations. When the Raspberry Pi received this real time sensed data from the
Waspmote, it saves these data to a different directory of its SQLite [57] database.
Real time data transferring process from Waspmote to Raspberry Pi:
Non-real time scenario has implemented to maintain the continuity of data sensing while
drone was away from the sensor network. Hence to implement this scenario in the porotype
implementation, we used Waspmote’s internal memory to save the sensed data when the drone
is away. Waspmote uses micro SD memory card to save its sensed data. Therefore, when the
Raspberry Pi terminated the connection, Waspmote starts saving accelerometer sensed data to
a text file and saved them in the SD memory. Then when the drone comes these text files has
been transferred to the Raspberry Pi over handler 0x0030. Handler 0x0030 also capable of
creating a reliable BLE communication between Raspberry Pi and Waspmote, since it caters
with read/write and indication operations. Similar to the real time scenario, when the Raspberry
Pi received this non-real time sensed data from the Waspmote, it saves these data to a different
directory of its SQLite database.
Data downloading process from Raspberry Pi to Waspmote:
This has been implemented to address the data transferring from drone to sensor node when
the drone needs to convey commands to the sensor node during data collection procedure.
Therefore, same as in real time and non-real-time data transferring process, we used a handler
from the BLE user services profile that is 0x0020. Handler 0x0020 allows Raspberry Pi to
read/write and indication operations. Since we use different handlers to data uploading, this
process can be operated at the same time when drone extracts data from the Waspmote.
When the raspberry Pi finishes its data retrieving, it terminates the connection with
Waspmote. Then drone comes to the docking station, Raspberry Pi connects 802.11 WLAN
router and transfers those saved data from the SQLite database to central cloud server database
over HTTPS protocol. Here we used Google Firebase [58] to save the extracted data from the
Raspberry Pi.
The prototype setup with equipment is illustrated in Figure 30. In this setup we powered the
Raspberry Pi with Samsung [59] external power source. Waspmotes can be powered by
rechargeable Lithium ion batteries.
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Figure 30. Prototype Implementation [15].
4.2.3

Cloud Integration

The final step of the prototype implementation was to implement the cloud storage server at the
home location. As the drone arrives to the home location after extracting data from the sensors
in WSN, Raspberry Pi 3 Model B coupled with the drone connects to the 802.11 WLAN router
with internet access to upload the saved data.
The central cloud server is implemented on the Google Firebase where Raspberry Pi first
authenticates itself using its private key. After authentication, Raspberry Pi initiate the data
uploading process to the central cloud server and cloud server stores those data into a database.
Data has been stored as JSON [60] format and those data is synchronized with each client at
the same time.
Firebase utilizes HTTPS connectivity through Transport Layer Security, therefore it allows
secure communication between central cloud server and Raspberry Pi as well as it caters
database with real-time network security. The database provides a flexible, expression-based
rules language, including information relates to required data structures and data accessible
timelines. It is capable of defining data privacy, authorization and data access procedures. This
procedure ensures the data privacy of the use case.
After successful transferring of the data, Raspberry Pi deletes the stored data from the local
database [15].
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5

RESULTS ANALYSIS

5.1

Simulation Results Analysis

In this section, we analyse the results of the implemented MATLAB simulation. Therefore, the
analysis categorised into four sections in order to observe the impact of different parameters on
simulation outcome. The simulation has carried out to examine the relationship between total
flying time of the drone and the numbers of sensor nodes that can be covered by the drone
during data collection procedure. Considering the drone, we used for the prototype
implementation, here we examined the variation of number of sensor nodes during 25 minutes
flying cycle. The other general parameters that used to get the simulation results are depicted
in Table 3, Chapter 4. The following key parameters have changed to analyse the simulation
results:
• Impact of BLE data rate (RBLE)
• Impact of sensor data rate (RS)
• Impact of drone’s speed (S)
• Impact of distance between sensors (D)
5.1.1

Impact of BLE data rate

Since we used BLE communication to implement the connectivity between drone and sensor
node, the impact of BLE data rate has to be examine. The simulation graphs correspond to
different sensor nodes array types are shown in the Figure 31. When we consider the practical
scenario of data collection procedure, there is a significant impact from BLE data rate to the
waiting time of the drone near a sensor node. If the BLE data rate between drone and sensor
node is low, drone has to wait longer time at a particular sensor node. Therefore, the overall
number of sensor nodes that can be covered during one flying cycle has to be decrease. Hence,
the higher BLE data rates between drone and sensor node will lead to collect data from more
sensor nodes during one flying cycle.
In order to observe the impact of BLE data rate in total number of sensor nodes that can be
covered by the drone during one flying cycle, we changed BLE data rate (RBLE) as 2 kbps, 4
kbps, 8 kbps, 12 kbps, 16 kbps while keeping the other parameters fixed. The simulation has
been carried out for each sensor node array type that has considered for the implementation of
simulation work. According to the plots illustrated in Figure 31, with higher BLE data rates
drone can collect data from more sensor nodes than with lower BLE data rates. However, when
BLE data rates are higher than 8kbps, the curves of Figure 31 tend to coincide. This means that
the total number of sensor nodes that can be covered is approximately similar when the data
rate is higher than 8 kbps. Moreover, when BLE data rates get higher values, the curves become
linear. These observations are valid for all three sensor nodes arrays.
When we compare the graphs correspond to different sensor nodes arrays, circular and
square arrays yield better performance than the linear array of sensor nodes. Therefore, the
maximum number of sensor nodes that can be covered by a drone which has 25 minutes flying
time are approximately 75 with 16kbps BLE data rate.
Thus, using this simulation results, we can conclude that the drone can collect data from
more sensors, when the BLE data rate between drone and sensor node is high [15].
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Figure 31. Impact of BLE data rate.
5.1.2

Impact of sensor data rate

The data generation rate of the sensor node has a substantial impact on the overall performance
of the system. Because with lower sensor node data rate, sensor produces less amount of data.
Therefore, when the drone comes to the sensor node, it can quickly collect those less amounts
of data than collecting higher amount of data. Thus, the lower sensor node data rate drone
capable to retrieve data from more sensor nodes than having higher sensor node data rates. The
impact of sensor data rate provides contradictory observations compared to the observations we
had in BLE data rate.
Figure 32 illustrates the simulation results for this experiment. Here we changed sensor
nodes data rates (RS) as 20 Bytes/min, 40 Bytes/min, 60 Bytes/min, 80 Bytes/min, and 100
Bytes/min while keeping other parameters fixed. Moreover, we assumed one in-built sensor in
a sensor node generates data with the rate of 20 Bytes/min. The maximum number of sensor
nodes that can be covered by a drone which has 25 minutes flying time are approximately 75
with sensor data rate of 20 Bytes/min.
Similar to the previous case, circular and square arrays provided better performance than
linear sensor nodes array. Thus, using this simulation results, we can conclude that the drone
can collect data from more sensors, when the sensor data rate is low [15].

Figure 32. Impact of sensor data rate.
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5.1.3 Impact of drone’s speed
For the prototype implementation, we used DJI Phantom 3 SE drone which has hovering speed
of 16m/s. Hence for the simulation experiments, we used 12 m/s as average speed considering
the practical time taken to accelerate and decelerate. The simulation results correspond to
impact of drone’s speed (S) on proposed system is depicted in Figure 33. The overall
performance of the proposed system can be increased by using a high-speed drone. This means
when the drone has a higher speed, it can travel quickly from one sensor node to another.
To validate these phenomena, we carried out the simulation experiments from lower drone
speeds to higher speeds. Therefore, we varied speed of the drone as we carried out our
simulation experiments from lower drone speeds to higher speeds. According to Figure 33,
higher speed drones speed is capable to collect data from more sensor nodes than drones with
lower speeds. However, when drone’s speed gets higher values, the gap between curves become
decrease. With compared to other two scenarios, the plots of the simulation outputs have
become linear.
In this case also, circular and square array provided better performance compared to linear
array.

Figure 33. Impact of drone’s speed.
5.1.4

Impact of distance between sensors

The distance between two sensor nodes has a significant impact to the proposed system
architecture. In the practical scenario, if the sensor array consists with adjacent sensor nodes,
the drone can reach to more sensor nodes. Therefore, to experiment the validity of this
phenomena, we changed the distance between two sensor nodes (D) as 50 m, 100 m, 150 m,
200 m, 250 m in the simulation experiments. Similar to the previous three cases, we kept other
parameters fixed as in Table 3, Chapter 4. The simulation results related to this scenario has
depicted in Figure 34.
According to the simulation outcomes, when the distance between two sensors are low, the
number of sensor nodes that can be covered during data collection procedure becomes increase.
Moreover, when the distance between two sensor nodes gets higher values, the gap between
curves become decrease the plots of the simulation outputs has become linear.
When we compare the graphs correspond to different sensor nodes arrays, circular and
square arrays yield better performance than the linear array of sensor nodes.
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Figure 34. Impact of distance between sensors.
5.2

Experimental Results

In this section we describe the experimental results that we extracted from the prototype
implementation. Using prototype implementation, we realized actual uploading and
downloading data rates between Raspberry Pi and Waspmote. In order to realize the
experimental parameters, we carried out 20 repetitive tests for each phenomenon. Also, to
obtain the performance results, we fixed the drone's flying altitude as 10 m above the ground
level.
In the data uploading process we programmed handler 0x0038 from BLE user services
profile of the Waspmote to send the accelerometer sensor data from Waspmote to the Raspberry
Pi. Maximum data size that can be transferred during a particular transmission attempt is 20
Bytes. Moreover, Waspmote sends those accelerometer sensor data in an encoded format which
has to be decoded at Raspberry Pi to make it readable. After decoding these data at the
Raspberry Pi, it extracts to 112 Bytes. Hence, we consider this 112 Bytes as maximum data that
can be send within one particular transmission.
In the data download process (i. e. the transmission from Raspberry Pi to Waspmote) we
programmed handler 0x0020. Here we considered 10 seconds time duration to send the data
packets over BLE from Raspberry Pi to Waspmote. Because with the buffer size limitation in
Waspmote, Raspberry Pi is only allowed to send maximum 74 data packets (each 20 Bytes) to
the Waspmote and it takes 10 seconds to transfer these 74 data packets. This maximum data
transmission causes to fill the buffer size at Waspmote and then it stops retrieving data from
Raspberry Pi.
The following Table 4 summarizes the actual data rates obtained from the experiments.
Table 4. Experimental Data Rates
Data Rate Parameter
Data transfer rate from Waspmote to Raspberry Pi (RUL)
Data transfer rate from Raspberry Pi to Waspmote (RDL)

Value
672 Bytes/min
148 Bytes/s

According to the results depicted in Table 4, Raspberry Pi to Waspmote data download rate
is lower than the Waspmote to Raspberry Pi data upload rate. The reason for lower download
data rate was the software limitations in Waspmote.
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6

DISCUSSION

The first section of this chapter critically examines and compares the thesis work with other
works in the same research field. Therefore, we have considered a similar research works which
are already exist in the research field of remote monitoring in WSN and compared them with
this thesis work and analyse the novel contribution of thesis work. Next, we examine the final
outcomes of this thesis work with its main objectives. Finally, this chapter focus on the future
research directions and possible approaches that have appeared during the thesis work.
6.1

Comparison with Similar Work

In this thesis work, we have introduced a novel edge based, remote monitoring architecture for
low power wireless sensor networks using UAVs. Recently, most of the wireless sensor
networks have been steered towards low power IoT sensor networks, however to the best of our
knowledge there is no sufficient work carried out to collaborate the UAVs with remote low
power WSN monitoring. This thesis work has been carried out as an extended contribution to
the work presented in [10]. The research work in [10], a mobile-based relay assistance
architecture which creates an end-to-end communication between low power IoT devices and
central cloud servers with the absence of devoted local gateway [10]. Therefore, from this thesis
work we introduce UAV in order to cater the connectivity between remote sensor network and
central cloud server. Therefore, by introducing UAVs to the proposed mobile relay architecture
in [10] will enhance the mobility of the entire proposed system.
The possibility of crowd surveillance using UAVs have discussed in [37], the article presents
UAV assists crowd surveillance system considering face recognition of the people. The
proposed architecture in [37], has considered WiFi, 4G/5G technologies to communicate
between drone and sensors. Since these technologies consume more power and still limited to
urban areas, the use cases are limited. Therefore, in this thesis work, we proposed system model
that uses low power concept by proposing BLE to the communication between drone and sensor
node. Moreover, the remote location of the proposed architecture can locate anywhere without
internet accessibility.
The thesis work has contemplated a smart agriculture use case to analyse the practical
viability of the proposed architecture. The proposed IoT platform for data-driven agriculture as
FarmBeats [61] has used TV White Spaces (TVWS) link to access the internet connection of
farmer’s house via IoT base stations on the farm site and then the IoT base station provides a
Wi-Fi interface for connections from sensors in order to connect with drone. Therefore, the
solution in [61] is high power consumable and only applicable to the areas with internet
accessibility. In our thesis work we presented a solution for remote agriculture field monitoring
applications where the remote location is unable to cater internet accessibility to the sensor
nodes in the network. Therefore, the proposed system modal provides more reliable solution
than the presented work in [61]. The edge-based architecture of the proposed system model in
the thesis provides secure platform for data storage in the central cloud server than the work
presented in [61].
Therefore, considering all these scenarios, we can conclude that this thesis work has
provided significant contribution to the applications in remote monitoring applications in low
power IoT sensor networks.
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6.2

Evaluation on Meeting the Thesis Objectives

The objective of this thesis work is to create an edge based secure communication architecture
using UAVs and low power IoT devices which is capable of monitoring a remote wireless
sensor network, perform a set of actions based on the monitored data. Therefore, the scope of
the thesis work is confined to defining a system model, protype implementation of the system
architecture and simulation implementation to analyse the performance of the system.
In the prototype implementation, we considered two main operations described in the
proposed architecture. Therefore, the first task was to implement communication between drone
and sensor node at the remote location. Then the second task was to implement the
communication between drone and the central cloud server at the home location. Since we
proposed this system model to a remote site with internet inaccessibility, we introduced BLE
communication to connect the sensor node with drone. Therefore, the sensor node is capable to
transfer the data with low power consumption since BLE is well known low power radio access
technology. To implement the data transferring operation at the remote location we used
Raspberry Pi coupled with DJI Phantom 3 SE drone and a BLE module connected Waspmote
sensor. We were able to implement a reliable BLE communication between Raspberry Pi
coupled with drone and Waspmote sensor node. However due to hardware and software
limitations of the Waspmote the experimental data rates were low. We may eliminate this
problem if we use a sensor node that dedicated to BLE communication and consist with
considerable internal memory. As the second task of the prototype implementation we
implemented the communication between drone and central cloud. The data transfer rates
between Raspberry Pi and cloud were not tested, since we are planning to implement end-toend fully working prototype of the proposed architecture in the future.
In the simulation implementation, we considered three types of sensor nodes arrays that can
be implement in practical environment setup. Hence, we considered linearly deployed sensor
nodes array, circularly deployed sensor nodes array and a squared sensor nodes array to observe
the relationship between the numbers of sensor nodes that can be cover by the drone within its
one flying cycle during data collection procedure. the simulation results were same as we
observed in the practical setup. Therefore, the number of sensor nodes that can be covered by
the drone during one flying cycle (25 minutes) is directly proportional to the speed of the drone.
The distance between two sensor nodes is the most dominant parameter that defines the overall
performance of the system. Circular and square array type sensor node topologies always
outperform the linear array topology.
6.3

Future Research Work

In the near future, the advancement of low power IoT technologies and their efficient sensing
and monitoring applications may lead the processing at the edge of the network, instead of
accessing the remote central cloud. For the prototype implementation, we used DJI Phantom 3
SE drone as the data collecting UAV in the proposed architecture. Since this drone unable to
program to according to the prototype implementation requirements we had to couple a
Raspberry Pi with the drone to do the data transfer operations. Therefore, in future we can
introduce programable drones to the prototype implementation. The experimental results are
taken considering ideal situation assuming wind speed zero. Therefore, the research can be
extended to evaluate the performance of the system modal at the practical environment,
considering wind speed impact on drone speed. Moreover, we can use drones with higher
battery life to increase the hovering time.
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For the implementation of the WSN we used Waspmote sensors, hence the BLE data rate
was low. As enhancement to the prototype implementation we may use high rate BLE
communication sensors to implement the low power WSN. Moreover, in the prototype
implementation we used only one scalar sensor to get the experimental results. Therefore, we
can examine the performance of the proposed system by transferring data from multiple scalar
sensors or multimedia sensors in one sensor node to the drone.
We intend to extend the research by implementing a fully working prototype and measuring
energy consumption in an actual WSN where the sensors are deployed in a higher density. As
advancement to this research work, the proposed edge-based remote monitoring architecture
can be extended to dew computing-based architecture since dew computing is an emerging
topic in modern computing research areas.
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7

SUMMARY

This thesis work introduces novel edge-based remote monitoring architecture for low power
IoT sensors in a WSN with the help of UAVs. Therefore, this proposed architecture creates
secure end-to-end communication between diversified WSN and central cloud via UAV, which
assists the data retrieving, data processing and management tasks in a remote site. The main
objective of this thesis work is to introduce an energy efficient, cost effective, labour saving
and systematic architecture for remote monitoring in a heterogeneous WSN. By introducing
UAVs or drones to the remote monitoring architecture we eliminate the human labour from
data collection procedure. To describe the potential viability of the proposed architecture we
contemplated a smart agriculture use case. The same architecture can be used in many other use
cases such as disaster detection, wastewater management, environmental monitoring, anomaly
detection in sensor networks, mobile crowd sensing applications, etc.
The system model operations can be categorised into two main segments; the data
transferring process between drone and sensor node at the remote location and the data
transferring process between drone and central cloud server at the home location. To establish
the connection between drone and sensor node we proposed BLE communication, since BLE
is a novel low power radio access technology. To set up the connectivity between drone and
central cloud at the home location we used HTTPS protocol. The system model introduces three
types of links that can be programmed according to user requirements or according to the nature
of the use case. Using the first link, sensors can send data to the cloud server without and
processing inside the drone. The second link can be used to the application where drone has to
activate the actuators of the drone. Therefore, in the second link drone collects data, process
those data inside the drone and take actions according to processing outcome. The third link
ensures the data privacy of the data transmission from sensor network to central cloud. There
are three main communication protocols have used in the proposed architecture including two
BLE communication protocols and a cloud integration protocol. The two BLE protocols have
introduced to implement the communication between drone and sensor node at the remote
location. Therefore, these BLE protocols provide data downloading and uploading process
between drone and sensor node. When the drone comes to the home location after extracting
data from the sensor nodes, it uses HTTPS protocol to transfer the data to cloud server.
The experiment set up of the thesis work carried out under two tasks. Therefore, a prototype
implementation and a simulation work has presented in the thesis. We used four main
equipment to setup the remote location prototype such as DJI Phantom 3 SE drone, Raspberry
Pi, Waspmote and a BLE module to implement the BLE communication capability in
Waspmote. The Raspberry Pi coupled with the drone collects data from Waspmote sensor nodes
and saves them into a SQLite database. The when the drone comes to the home location it
connects 802.11 WLAN router with internet access to upload the saved data to the central cloud.
The central cloud server is implemented on the Google Firebase. Authentication of the
Raspberry Pi is required before uploading data to the central cloud.
The simulation implemented to examine the relationship between total flying time of the
drone and the numbers of sensor nodes that can be covered by the drone during data collection
procedure. Three sensor nodes arrays types are considered in the simulation; linearly deployed
sensor nodes array, circularly deployed sensor nodes array and a squared sensor nodes array.
The key parameters changed to analyse the simulation results are BLE data rate, sensor data
rate, drone’s speed and distance between two sensor nodes. According to the simulation results,
the number of sensor nodes that can be covered by the drone during one flying cycle is directly
proportional to the speed of the drone, the distance between two sensor nodes is the most
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dominant parameter that defines the overall performance of the system, Circular and square
array type sensor node topologies always outperform the linear array topology.
As future work, we hope to extend this thesis work by implementing fully working prototype
which ensures the end-to-end connectivity between WSN and central cloud server and
measuring the overall energy consumption in an actual WSN where the sensors are deployed
in a higher density. Also, we plan to enhance the performance of the prototype implementation
by using programmable equipment with latest technology. Since current experimental results
are taken considering ideal environment. Therefore, in the future, we plan to investigate how
the drone speed and the wind speed will impact on the proposed system model. Since this
proposed architecture based on edge-computing paradigm, the enhanced research on this
proposed architecture may lead to merge dew computing paradigm to this thesis work.
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